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Abstract

An attempt has been made to investigate the free convective oscillatory

flow of a viscous incompressible and electrically conducting fluid past a vertical

porous plate in slip flow regime with variable suction and periodic plate

temperature in presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field. Numerical

solutions to the coupled non-linearpartial differential equations governing the

flow and heat transfer are derived by using finite difference method. The

influence of the various parameters appeared in the problem namely the

Hartman number, the Grashof number, Prandtl number, Eckert number the

suction parameter the frequency of oscillation, the rarefaction parameter on

the velocity and temperature fields are demonstrated graphically. The skin

friction coefficient and the rate of heat transfer presented in tabular form.

l.Introduction
The oscillatory free conventive flow and heat transferproblems in the presence

of magnetic field have attracted the attention of many researchers due to its importance
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in technological applications. Unsteady oscillatory free convective flows play an important

role in chemical engineering, turbo machinery and aerospace technology. Such flows

arise due to either unsteady motion of a boundary or a boundary temperature. The

unsteadiness may also be due to oscillatory free stream velocity or temperature.

Soundalgekarll,2,3] studiedthe effects ofthe oscillatory free stream and free

convection currents on the flow field past a vertical flat plate under a transverse magnetic

field or without it when the temperature of the plate differs from the temperature of the

stream, causing the flow of the free convection currents in the boundary layer. The

analysis of an unsteady MHD free convection flow of a viscous imcompressible electrically

conducting fluid past on infinite vertical porous plate subjected to constant suction and

heat sink was made by Sahoo et.al. [4]. Anwar [5] studied the unsteady MHD free

convection flow past a vertical porous plate. The transient free convection flow past an

infinite plate with periodic temperature variation wds investigated analytically by Das

et.al. [6]. The effect of variable suction on transient free convective viscous

incompressible flow past a variable plate with periodic temperature variation in a slip

flow regime was investigated by Sharrna and Choudhary lTl.Sharma [8] has fuither

studied the influence of periodic temperature and concentration on unsteady free

convective viscous incompressible flow and heat transfer past a vertical plate in slip

flow regime. Jain and Shamra [9] have investigated the effect of viscous heating on

flow past a vertical plate in slip-flow fegime with periodic temperature variations. Recently

Ahmed and Kalita [10] has investigated the effect of magnetic field on the oscillatory

free convective flow past a vertical plate and solved the governing equations using

perturbation technique.

The obj ect of present paper is to investigate the effect of the transverse magentic

field and suction parameter on the oscillatory free convective flow past a vertical plate

in slip-flow regime with variable suction and periodic plate temperature. This work

investigate the work of Ahmed and Kalita [10] using numerical technique.

2. Mathematical Formation:

Let us consider a flow of an oscillatory free convective flow of on electrically

conducting, viscous and incompressible fluid past a vertical plate in-slip flow regime with
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variable suction and periodic plate temperature under the action transverse magnetic

freld by making the flowing assumptions:

(1) All fluid properties except the density in the buoyancy force term are

constant.

(2) The magnetic dissipation term in the energy equation is negligible

(3) Induced magnetic field is negligible.

The X-axis is taken along the upward vertical plate and the Y-axis is taken

perpendicular to it into the fluid region. Since the plate is of infinite length therefore all

the physical quantities except the pressure p are independent of x. Under these

assumptions, the physical quantities are function ofy and / only.

The equations governing the flow are

Equation of Continuity:

Av-
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Momentum equation:
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The boundary conditions are

/ ^_\
n =il+1, T =\+'(4, -n)"*l@/

at t : 0 andi -+ 0,7 -) T* at y -+ *

We introduce the following nondimensional quantities:

y = !!!,, :-"i-,, =!?, u : !-,e = !-*v 4v' v( vo' Tn-T*

G: sv1!+,M :+,h='oh
v; Pv; v
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The non-dimensional equations and boundary conditions are

i* vo(t+eAe''' )X= ce *ff - u,
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3. Solution of the Problem:

In order to solve the system (2.5) - (2.6) let us assume that

. . . (3.1)

. . .(3.2)

on substituting (3.1) and (3.2) n(2.4)and (2.5) and separating real and imaginary
parts we get the following system of differential equations.

73

u:v*ia

e-0+rv

i#-r+ercosrr,/) *.#*sinror = cO +t7-uu

i* - u+e.a cosr,rr)ff * N*rinr, = |ff * r"
[(*)'[#j']

. . .(3.3)

. . .(3.4)

+*-(l+Mco "*,>fi-ff*"i,co/ = Gv .#-mw . . . (3.5)

++ -e+eA"or,;$-$*rirr,= I qY *z9Y-4 .(3.6)4 0t ' q, Ay -'-"'*' p fu' - 
A, Ay

The boundary conditions (2.6) reduces to

!=O,r=h?,*=lr!; 0 =1+e cos6)/,11, =rsinot ...(3.7)fu ay'

y->@;v=0, w=0,0 =0,V =0

The equations (3.3) to (3.6) are coupled non-linearpartial differential equations
which are to solve by using boundary conditions (3.7). However, exact or approximate
solutions are not possible for this set of equations and hence we solve the equations by
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finite difference scheme. The central difference is used for the diffusion terms and the

forward difference scheme is used for the convection terms. The mesh system is divided

by taking Ay = 0.1 and Ar = 0.01. An iterative technique is applied until the boundary

conditions are satisfied.

The important characteristics ofthe problem are the skin friction and heat transfer

rate at the plate.

The coefficient of skin friction at the surface is given by

The rate of heat transfer in terms of Nusselt number at the surface is given by

uf 
r) ( a,)

c r = realpart of ;fr= 
realPart of :\# = sl

.( ar\
-kl-l[ryr.=. (ao )

=realpart o, o.rgr,-r=\A )r=,

.(3.8)

Nu =realpart of (3.e)

k-vo(T* -T-)

4. Results and Discussion:

As a result of numerical calculations the velocity and temperature distribution

forthe flow are obtained from equations (3.3) to (3.7) which are displayed in figures

(4.1) to (4.10) for different values of M (hydromagnetic parameter), G (Grashof

number), h (rarefaction parameter) for fluid with Prandtl number Pr : 0.7 and

Eckert number Ec : 0.01. Throughout our investigation we take suction parameter

A: 0.Z,frequency par-anaeter 0 : 1r and amplitude oscillation e : 0.1' Also the skin

friction coefficient C, and the Nusselt number Nu is calculated from equations

(4.1.1) and (4.2.1) and is tabulated in table (1) and table (3) for same set of

parameters.

q-0
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Table (1) and (2) respectively depict that skin friction coefficient Crandthe
Nusseltnumber Nu for the Hartman number {.M= 1,2,3,4,5) for (h:0,0.2,0.4).
It is observed that Q, increases and Nr decreases as M increases. It is evident

from table (3) that !rdecreases and Nu increases for increasing value of G.

The variations of velocity profile are shown from fig. (1) - fig. (5) for different

values of combination of parameters. From these figures it is observed that velocity
increases with the increase of the parameters G, A, M and Pr while velocity
increases for the increase of the parameter.{p. Also there is no significant changes

of velocity for the parameters A and Pr. The temperature profile are presented for
the different combination of the parameters from fig. 6 - fig. 9. From these figures

it is observed that temperature increases with the increases of Pr, G and A also it is
observed that there is no significant in temperature for the variation of the parameters

M, G and A.

For the entire investigation the values of the parameters are taken as ep = 0.1.0,

Pr:0.10,M:0.50 G:1.00, w=1.00, h:0.40, A:0.20, Ec:0.10

Toble-'l: Volues of skin friciion
coefficienl Cr for different
volues ot M, P =O.7, G=5 ond

M h=0 h=0.2 h=0.4

l 3.8787V -0.54133 -1.42488

2 4.237863 -0.32575 -1.23817

3 4.606745 -0.10299 r.04463

4 4.984626 0.1 27031 -a.84419

5 5.37r 603 0.364404 -0.63673

Toble.2: Volues of Nussell

number N, different volues of
M, P,=O.7, G=5ond 4=0.0t

M h=0 h=0.2 h=0.4

1 1.A86324 1.095217 1.O96647

2 r.0839s4 1.09466 1.096305

3 1.08142 1.D4039 1.O9592

4 1.a78723 1.093357 r.09488

5 1.075853 1.W2607 1.O94999

Table-3: Values of skin friction coefficient C,andNusselt number{ for different

values of G and h: 0.4, P,:0.7, M:0.5 and E,: 0.01.

b--
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G Cr Nu

2 4.76846 1.0092897

3 -1 .07142 1.093893

4 -1.26650 1 .0951 9 1

5 1.5r 570 r.096803

6 -1.76544 I .098719

7 -2.01454 1.r00941

I -2.326421 r . I 03469

9 -2.51405 1.106304

r0 -2.76410 1.109442
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Fig: l- Velocily profilewilh respecl lo
lhe porometer G for ePsilon=0.10,

Pr=0.10. M=0.50. w*1.00, h=0.40, ,{=0.20'

Fig: 2- Velocity profilewith respecl lo
the poromerer A far epsifon=0.10,

Pr*0.10, M=0.50. w=].00. h-0.40, G-1.0.
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Fig: $ Velocity profile wilh respect to
ihe poromeler Ep for Pr=0.10, M=0.50,
w=I.0o h=0.40, G=].0. 4=0.20. Ec=0.10

Fig; 5- Veiocily profile wilh respecl'to
the poromeler Pr for epsilon=O.'l 0,

M=0.50, w= I .00, G= i .0, h=0.40. A=0.20.

Fig: 4- Velocily profile with respect to
lhe porcmeler M for epsilon=O.10.
pr=O.10, w*'l .00, G=1.0, h=0..40. A=0,20,

Fig: 6- Iemperolure profile wilh respecl
Io lhe porometer Pr for epsiton=0.10.
M=0.50, w= I.00, G= L0, h=0.40, A=0.20.
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Fig: 7- Temperoture profile wifh respecl
lo the poromeler M for eprilon=O.l0,
Pr=O.10, g:'I,Q, w=1.00, h=0.a0, A=0.20.
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Fig: & Temperofure profile with rerpeci
10 ihe poromeler G for epsilon=O.I0.
Pr=0.10, M=0.50, w=1.00, h=0,40, .{=0.20,
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Fig: 9- Temperaiure profile wilh respeci
io the poromeler A for epsilon*O.I0,

1:? l3:,T11fl'^*=','00' 
h=0'40'
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